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Around the office …
President’s Chatter…… Making Progress? By Melvin Bender
It’s May and I hope you’ve been finding some success in your research. Is it as easy as
advertised? Remember we’re open to requests for help. Got a question/puzzle? Let us know. We all have
benefitted from guidance along the way. Helping others solve puzzles has its rewards.
Using records at home and relatives’ help, we all start back into our family history. Then sources
in libraries/archives such as our Branch library, local and Alberta Provincial archives, and the
internet are used. Trying to find original documents that prove each generation takes time, but
each discovery is very satisfying.
*Congratulations to two members that recently completed family history books.
*Recently I was contacted by a Californian cousin descended from my grandmother’s brother. Her
researched family tree used a 300 year family history written by someone with the same surname/German
village. I could have saved myself so much time with that family line by…..
*The well-organized Camrose Genfair in April was very enjoyable with two great speakers.
Summer brings reunions, conferences, and vacations with time for research; an excellent opportunity to
make discoveries and meet distant relatives while relaxing.
*Remember our 40th Anniversary Conference, October 12-14. Diahan Southard is great at simplifying DNA
tests. Gena Philibert-Ortega is a very experienced researcher.

** Special Interest Groups:
GFR: “Germans from Russia” Melvin Bender is available at the library the 2nd Wednesday of the
month

@ 1 PM to assist those who are interested in their GFR heritage…
MHDGS Computer: Eileen Stahl is at the library the 3rd Wednesday @ 1:00 to assist those needing
help using the computer in the library………
SIG Family Tree/facebook/Twitter: Doreen Schank hosted a 4 part webinar: “ The Road To
War, Records of the Armed Forces on the Homefront” April 12, 19, 26, May 10. Very interesting

** Committee Needs: Cemetery Updates: A volunteer is needed to take over the committee chair.
Marge Ensminger will continue to assist.

** The Road Ahead ….. Projects to come or on the go…….
40th Anniversary Conference : “Celebrating 40 Years of Genealogy Research”
October 12 -14, 2018

* Information re conference can be found on the MHDGS website http://mhdgs.ca
* Vendor tables are available: so far- “Shop the Hound”, “Guild of One-Name Studies”,
Alberta Family History Society………..
* We will be calling for volunteers in September in many areas such as: Registration, food, coffee and
water services, 50/50 tickets, MHDGS library on Sunday,
Saamis Seeker: The next issue of Saamis Seeker will be emailed out between Aug 30 -Sept 3
* Items for the newsletter are due NOW or ASAP……. No later than Aug 1……
(Please note stories, articles of interest, pictures, jokes, saying etc. can be sent any time as I
work with them when they come in to me…. Editor, Madeline )
genfisch@telus.net Please put Saamis Seeker in the subject line.

“Smile: It increases your face value!”

Truvy Jones
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Gleanings from Past Saamis Seeker Issues……..1981
Winter 1981: Vol II # 1 The executive: President- R. Weiss, No vice-president, past president- K.
Spencer, Secretary- B Tidy, Treasurer- M. Ensminger, membership –R. Braun, Library_ R.Engler,
Editor- K. Spence, P.R. assistant- J. Deering, New place of meetings: Saamis Building on 4 St. & 6 Ave
S.E. Most meetings had a guest speaker. Brooks, a former part of MHDGS has formed their own
branch. Discussion of dealing with business be done at executive meetings and only things requiring
membership vote be brought to the activities night. It was emphasized that: “Please help the executive do this
efficiently and properly by participating with interest. Remember this is every members group & your executive is not
nor do they want the powerful authority of your non*participation will give them. There must be some business dealt
with due to the fact a Society. Suggestions are welcome. If you have a real concern/ suggestion please contact the
President and request to attend he executive meeting.” (Direct quote) The name, Saamis Seeker, was chosen from
21 suggestions. A map and update was provided showing the cemeteries in the area and the land location of each.
The Wutzke Family was featured in the Down memory Lane section (p. 9-11) Also an article of interest to GFR about
Bessarabia is on pages 12-13.
Spring 1981: Grace Roth was transcribing marriages, deaths, and births from the records on the Carlstadt Circuit
1910- 1920. A copy was filed in the MHDGS library and lists were being published in Saamis Seeker in 1981………
Carlstadt, renamed Alderson in 1915, was located about 40 miles NW of Medicine Hat. In this issue: 5 marriages, 6
baptisms, 6 burials were published on page on pages 25- 27.
Summer 1981: Vol II # 3 Meeting place and dates were changed to 1st Monday of the month in the Westminster
Church basement. According to page 34 the Medicine Hat museum holdings included Early brand records of Alberta
(1915 -15) so if you are searching for that information a trip to the Esplanade would be a good place to see if their
archives still holds them. (Online, email, or in person) Cemetery recording in the areas of Alderson/Carlstadt, Little
Plume, and Redcliff were being done. In section 3 (Pioneers and Local History, page 36-39) the history of the
McCune- Davis Family was outlined as well as more of the Carlstadt b/d/bur/mar of the 1910- 1920 records.
Fall 1981: Seems getting volunteers was a problem then too. Editor, Kit Spencer, Noted: “A committee of
approximately 3 people is desperately needed to be in charge of program agenda, speakers, workshops, conducting
those events.” Recordings of the cemeteries Highland, Whitla, Little Plume + Graburn United 1980 were completed
and donated to Medicine Hat museum. In October the first MHDGS first garage sale was successful. The editor put
forth a request that each member to write about one surname they have been researching so Saamis Seeker could
publish brief histories. A short history of the Royal bank of Canada Medicine Hat branch can be found on page 52-53.
An article by B. Weiss is worth repeating: “ Insure Your Family Records” Insure your family records and place a
value on the hours you have spent compiling them. Store copies of records and materials with relatives. Do make
several copies of records and store them in different places. Entrusting some of these records to relatives may have
the bonus effect of stimulation their interest in family genealogy. Store a copy in your safety deposit box. Fire, flood,
and other disasters come so quickly……. And all could be destroyed. Do it Now!
After reading the 4 newsletters of 1981, I was amazed to see how many projects and activities the
members participated in, especially without all the communications systems available today, to make
those tasks easier. The dedication, perseverance, and effort of those members to keep our Branch
going and genealogy records preserved for us was a monumental task well done. Hats off to those
people. (Editor) Do you have a “Hats Off” for one of our members????? Send it to Saamis Seeker.

Letter to Editor : I WONDER………In 1867, the Canada Year Book was called the Statistical
Abstract Record of Canada. The annual 200 pages of facts about Upper Canada included vital
statistics, political data, trade, tariffs, taxes and stamp duties. It also included a
sunrise/sunset calendar, moon phases, Jewish calendar, meteorological observations and
provincial financial information. The first issue cost was 12.5 cents or 25.5 cents for the
colour edition that included a map. I wonder where one might find a copy of that book?? I
wonder what would be in the 1921 issue, or in the other years?? I wonder how it would help my research?
I wonder ?? Where it is available?
Medicine Hat and District Branch of the Alberta Genealogical Society
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around our library

By Faye Knoblick

Articles of interest taken from the various newsletters/journals received at our Library.
‘The Living Connection’ - Genealogical Association of Nova Scotia - April 2018
The Man Who Almost Got Away – story of John H.W. Cadby of Hudson, New York
‘Clandigger’ - Edmonton Branch AGS - February 2018
Beulah Home…Babies and Brick Walls – accommodated single mothers & their babies
‘Clandigger’ - Edmonton Branch AGS - March 2018
Maps, Maps and More Maps – websites are given in the article
Off the Beaten Path In Boian, AB – article on Canada’s oldest Romanian settlement, found in Two Hills County
‘Yesterday’s Footprints’ - Lethbridge Branch AGS - February 2018
Twenty-five Best Genealogy Websites For Beginners
‘Bulletin’ - Saskatchewan Genealogical Society - April 2018

Looking for the WOODS Family in Saskatchewan

‘BRANTches’ - Brant County OGS - March 2018 DNA – some hints and ideas re your matches
‘Roots & Shoots’ - Camrose Branch AGS - February 2018 The History of Norm Prestage’s Family
‘Bruce & Grey Branch’ - Bruce & Grey Branch OGS - February 2018
100 Years Ago…WWI Medals – photos and stories
100 Years Ago…Letters From the Front – picture and story
‘B & D Heir Lines’ - Brooks Branch AGS - Spring 2018

Why Should I Do A DNA Test…I Know My Genealogy

Recently added to our Library: Area History and Germans From Russia books,
by generous donations from our members and some have been purchased.
Nobleford Monarch History (AB)
Vol. 1 Sons of Wind and Soil (1976) Note: this is one complete book, Vol. 1 ( a reprint) plus
Vol. 2 Sun, Wind and Soil (2018) Vol. 2 ( addition and index of family names in both volumes)

Tribute to Whitla Pioneers (AB)
-

completed as a project for Canada’s Centennial in 1967, index of family names

Wagon Trails In the Sod – A History of the Heisler Area (AB)
-

located near Camrose, AB and completed in 1982
included are the ten surrounding school districts, index of family names

Remembering Volhynia – A Memoir About Russian Germans by Irene Nickelburg
-

She tells her family’s story about the plight of the Russian Germans in Europe

Russian Agriculture in the 1880’s by Dr. William Bosch
-

agriculture on the steppes of Russia and on the prairies of North and South America progressed in
tandem in the late 1800’s
book contains over fifty refurbished maps and diagrams which first appeared in a book published
in St. Petersburg in 1893

Family tree research is one giant step backwards
and one giant step forward – usually at the same time!
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My Mayflower Ancestors

By Lloyd Robinson
It was a privilege and an honor to be invited by the MHDGS, to speak and share my
Mayflower Family at our May meeting. The Mayflower history is not only amazing,
incredible; it is part of my family ancestry.
“Think out of the box!” is one of Valentina’s (My wife) strategies, for researching and
solving some of our more stubborn genealogy problems. This method certainly
worked wonders for us in discovering my Mayflower ancestors. While searching for
the maiden name “Fuller” of my 2x gr step-grandmother, to my amazement I
discovered a “different family line”, that led me to my Mayflower ancestors.
To begin my Mayflower Genealogy story, I presented a short film “One Small Candle” that gave an overview
of the events, which led to the decision for the Pilgrims to seek a new home in a new World. It covered the
Mayflower voyage, and what the Pilgrims encountered upon arriving at Plymouth, MA.
Following the film my power point presentation provided insight into my Mayflower ancestral heritage and
research.
In the spring of 2016, Valentina and I went on a Genealogy research trip.
We went to Williamsburg, Virginia to research my 10th gr. Grandfather Sir
Thomas Gates and the Virginia Colony. Then we drove through nine states
to Plymouth, MA. We did research and toured the Plymouth, MA area,
where the Pilgrims came ashore, and established their colony. We visited
the Pilgrim hall museum, the replica village’s preserved Mayflower family
homes, the Winslow house and research center etc. The burial grounds of
The first house on the right side of
my ancestors, was a momentous and moving experience. The pictures and
the picture is of my 9th great
explanations of our experience were presented to show the magnitude of
grandparents Edward Winslow and
what we experienced and will treasure always.
Susanna White Winslow
My family tree connection to the Pilgrims comes through my grandmother
Carrie Hickok b-1876, Frances Maynard b-1856, Edwin Maynard b-1825, Judah Maynard b-1789, Persis
Jennings b-1742, Hanna Hayward b-1707, George Hayward b-1678, Anna White b-1649, and my Mayflower
passengers Resolved White b-1615, and his parents William and Susanna Jackson White.
During my Mayflower research, I discovered an account of a heated debate in the 1646 English parliament.
My two 9th great grandfathers, Willian Vassall and Edward Winslow, battled against each other over
Vassall’s report to parliament exposing the Puritan leaders’ political corruption, religious intolerance and
abuse of power in the Massachusetts Bay Colony. The English Parliament found in favor of Edward
Winslow’s defence of the Puritan leaders, and William Vassall fled to Barbados because of the Puritans
reprisals against his life.
“American History” states, “It is William Vassall who comes out the “hero.” William Vassall took enormous
risks to defend the rights of his fellow citizens. He remained true to his principles. His courage; intelligence
and passion remain a light for America to be guided by today.
The Vassall family history dates back to early French Aristocrats. The family were members of the minority
protestant religion, called Huguenots. Because of this they fled to England during the French Revolution.
John Vassall, father of William, built and outfitted 2 ships for the English Navy’s defence against the Spanish
Armada. John Vassall was the Captain of one of his ships that fought and defeated the Spanish Armada.
For his loyalty and bravery, Queen Elizabeth the 1st awarded him an English coat of Arms and the
uninhabited Island of Barbados.
As we continue to grow our genealogy, we must remember that family is the most important! What we
have, who we are, and where we are, is due to the generations that have come before us. Our ancestors
were the builders of the foundation of this great country. They always cared most about the future by
creating something bigger than their own ambitions. Despite the struggles endured, they always believed
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in the legacy they envisioned. This legacy is ours to protect, and to build on and make it grow. Our
ancestors created a foundation for the future. This is our anchor, our lifeline to hold onto. Through our
ancestors we have touched the lives of the past, the present, and our future generations.
Only through genealogy research do we discover the hidden gems of those past generations:
”Our Ancestors”
Lloyd Robinson

“Oh! I Remember That!”

By Doreen Schank

My parents, Bertha Evelyn Chesley and Elias Nikanor Eliasson, were married on the 29th
day of October 1936 in Saskatchewan. Their life together began on Dad’s farm in the
Kutawa District in Saskatchewan. A little over a year later their first son Carl arrived and
almost a year to the day another son Gerald arrived. Their third son was born within a
year and a half of Gerald. For ten years my three brothers made many memories on
that farm. Mom and Dad eventually sold the farm and moved to Wynyard SK. My parents had been
married eleven years when their fourth child arrived, a girl, me. We lived in Wynyard till I was five then
moved to Medicine Hat.
I grew up listening to my brothers reminiscing about what they did on that farm. An early story I remember
is when my brothers decided to take my Dad’s wool overcoat and attached it to the family goat. The boys
enjoyed taking turns being pulled by that goat. By the time my Mom had seen what the boys were doing
there were huge holes in Dad’s overcoat. Considering that money was not plentiful in the 40’s, Mom
patched that coat and Dad continued to wear it.
You notice I said I remember; well I was not even born yet, but every time my
brothers reminisced about that farm, I would say, “Oh I remember that.”
Whatever memory they had, I also claimed. My brothers never corrected me.
I recall my Mom catching the boys up to no good and sending them down to the
barn where Dad was working. They were to confess to Dad and let him know he
was to get a switch and give them a good switching. They did confess to Dad, he
cut a switch off the tree and began switching the tree. My Dad was a softy so
when he finished switching that tree, he told my brothers to go back to the house
but to make sure all three of them were sobbing hard when they got there. They
did just that, and Mom never knew this story till my brothers were adults.
My brothers
and me
I did eventually come to the realization that I couldn’t have remembered the farm stories as I never
actually did live on that farm. I guess it was just wishful thinking on my part. To this very day, my oldest
brother Carl will tell a story and follow it up with, “Oh you remember that Doreen?” and then he laughs!
I recently received a plaque from a lifelong friend that said, “We didn’t realize we were making memories,
we were just having fun.” I guess that’s exactly what my brothers were doing, having fun and making
memories, even for me considering I was never there!
But regardless whose memories they were originally, I continue to cherish them all.
“Our brain is like Velcro; negative things stick to it, but positive ones, are like Teflon, where
nothing sticks. We must train our brain to think and store positive things, to appreciate the
small stuff and to focus it on the positive.”
Medicine Hat and District Branch of the Alberta Genealogical Society
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Alberta Government Telephones/Telus
Digitalization Project by Clark Lang
Alberta Government Telephones (AGT) was the telephone
provider in most of Alberta from 1906 to 1991. It was formed by the
Liberal government of Alexander Cameron Rutherford in 1906 following the acquisitions
by the government of several independent (mutual) telephone companies in Alberta. In
1908, AGT acquired the Bell Telephone Company's Alberta operations for $675,000. It
eventually served almost all telephone customers in Alberta outside of the Edmonton area,
which was operated by the Edmonton municipal government.
Alberta Government Telephones managed by the province's Department of Public Works as a public
utility until 1958, when it was transformed into the Alberta Government Telephones Commission, a crown
corporation. In 1969, AGT built Edmonton's tallest skyscraper as its headquarters. It was joined by a second
tower in 1971 and are now called TELUS house at ATB Place.
In 1990, the Alberta government began privatizing AGT, and formed Telus Communications as a holding
company to facilitate the transfer. In 1991, the province of Alberta sold its remaining ownership interest in
AGT to Telus for $870 million. Telus acquired Edmonton Telephones Corporation (Ed Tel) created five
years earlier from the city of Edmonton in 1995. In 1996, the AGT and Ed Tel brands were retired in favor
of the Telus name. Telus merged with BC Tel in 1999 to form the Telus Corporation.
Telus Yellow Pages were downsizing their business and had a collection of 10
decades of old AGT telephone directories that needed a new home. After they were
moved from Edmonton to Calgary, the Medicine Hat Telus Community
Ambassadors headed by Rick Brown, acquired the whole collection of books,
including the shelving to store the books. Rick Brown contacted Clark Lang of the
Medicine Hat Genealogy Society and asked if the Society was interested in keeping
the books. Clark wasted no time in transferring the collection from the Telus Toll
office to a private heated storage facility and under the ownership of the genealogy
society. After an inventory of the directories, Clark began the scanning and
digitalization the directories for MHDGS’s website (“mhdgs.ca”). and will be
made available for the general public as a reference. The scanning project began in 2015 with the acquisition
of an overhead scanner and a high speed computer.
This huge project was divided into four phases. Phase 1 was the scanning of all the early and oldest books
dating back to 1903, including the original Alberta directory, Calgary, Edmonton, Medicine Hat, Lethbridge,
Central District and Northern District to 1960. Phase 2 consists of finishing southern Alberta directories to
2001. Phase 3 will be the completion of the other directories of Alberta to 2001. Phase 4 will be the
completion of the many books of yellow pages.
At present about 40% of the 1122 books and 518,000
pages is completed. We are pleased to see the number
of people from Canada, USA and Europe are using
the website and the telephone directories for
genealogy purposes.
Leanne Balfour and Clark Lane at the MHDGS library
center busy entering phone book data.
Medicine Hat and District Branch of the Alberta Genealogical Society
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Treasures, Heirlooms and Memories:
April 2018 Meeting program
“Pictures tell the story”
“About 40 years ago my grandpa knocked on my door and handed me a
window…. In a later visit he told me about it….. It came from a house that was
being demolished and he thought of my love for antiques……..I have enjoyed it
and the memory of that visit ever since.”
And a program idea was born…Lorene Marshall, MHDGS program chair
This Teddy Bear has sat on my dresser
since 1959, missing his ear and its
growler, because it was special to my
granny who emigrated from Sweden in
1908.
Doreen Schank

A family picture
that tells a story
of love and tragedy
Delaine May

My grandfather used this miner
lamp at Carbon and Drumheller.
Clark Lang

My grandmother’s
wedding ring from
1914. Grace Roth

Christie Garland reads from her great
grandmother’s diary of 1911-1912

My grandmother’s baptism
dress of 1882, made by her
mother. Edna

My dad was in Italy in 1945.
A friend drew these pictures
of him. Betty
Elaine and Don Zimmer showed slides of his a 1937 CCM Flyte
bicycle and 2 cut glass Danish or Russian vases passed down
through her family from her great grandparents .

Pictures by Madeline Fischer, editor, of an evening of fun and treasures, heirlooms and memories…
Medicine Hat and District Branch of the Alberta Genealogical Society
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The Question, the Research and the Answer.
Was my Great, Great, Great Grandfather married before he married my three
times Great Grandmother?
by Dianne Ferguson
In my old notes from talking to family members more than 30 years ago, I had written Asher H. Palmer
married his first wife, Susan Millet and they possibly had three sons born in Illinois: William, Henry and
Arthur. I had no verification other than this marriage was mentioned in a 1951 family tree done by another
Palmer family historian Clara Palmer Green.
In notes Clara wrote in 1895 she indicated two boys William and Arthur. She noted William is in Palmer
records (but did not say which records). My search for Susan Millet and the boys with various dates and
locations did not produce results.
My three times great-grandfather, Asher H. Palmer was born in Chautauqua County, New York. While
reviewing the 1873 book Historical Sketches of the Town of Portland, comprising also the Pioneer History of
Chautauqua County with Biographical sketches of the Early Settlers by H. C. Taylor, M.D., I found a Samuel
Millet married to Margaret with a daughter Susan who is married to John Conner living in Crawford County,
Pa.
There was sufficient information that a search for Samuel Millet led to finding their trees on Family Search!
The family trees indicated Susan E. Millett was born in Loville, Cuyhoga, New York on 8 June 1811 and died
June 1889 (about 78 years old). The tree indicated she married Asher Palmer on 28 September, 1828 in
Loville, Cuyhoga, New York. This would make Asher 25 years old and Susan age 17. I noted the Millet family
tree had different birth and death years for Asher than my documentation so I am aware there is another
Asher Palmer that appears in records who is not my ancestor.
The Millet Tree indicated there were two children of this marriage – Henry Palmer born 1832 and Alfred
Inwood Palmer (born 1834 and died 1923.) Using these names I was still unable to locate verification data
for the boys.
Asher Palmer was listed in the 1830 Census for Portland, Chautauqua, New York. He is between the ages of
20 and 30. His birth date of 1803 (confirmed) would make him about 27 years old. There is a male child
under age 5 and a female between ages of 15 and 20!! This would be his wife Susan who would be about 19
years old. However the under-five male child in the 1830 census did not align with Henry’s indicated 1832
birth date so was there a child born before Henry? Is this where my note about a boy named William comes
into play? In this era there may have been another child who died young. My note about the name Arthur
may be incorrect; the name may actually be Alfred. It is interesting the surname Inwood appears on a land
transaction with Asher in 1834. Iis this a possible clue? Inwood is not a common name, Asher was married
to Susan at the time of the land transaction and it is the same year their son Alfred Inwood Palmer was
born.
Asher and his brother James Palmer with their families left New York State travelling to Pennsylvania where
they stayed for a short time. It is unclear when and why Asher Palmer went to South Bend, Indiana. He is
not in the 1830 St. Joseph County, Indiana census yet in historical writings the Palmer name is listed with
many other names as emigrants poured into St Joseph County and the area of South Bend, Indiana in 1830.
The South Bend Area Genealogical Society (SBAGS) kindly sent me information for three land transactions
for Asher H. Palmer. Of interest is the first indenture dated 16 September 1834 between James Inwood
and Asher Palmer in St. Joseph County, Indiana for sum of $29.50 for NE Quarter of Section 2 in township
36 N in Range 2 East of second meridian. This is the document that the name Inwood appears on.
While searching Saint Joseph County Indiana 1832 - Dec 1975 Divorce Record Index I found a Divorce
Record for Asher H. and Susan E. Palmer for April 1836 in the Court of Common Pleas!!
An unexpected find was the United States War of 1812 Index to Pension Application Files, 1812 -1910.
Susan must have applied for pension as the widow of John Conner. It indicates that Susan married John F.
Conner on 12th May 1845 in Portland, Chautauqua County, New York. They had been living in Centerville,
Medicine Hat and District Branch of the Alberta Genealogical Society
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Crawford County, Pa. John died 1st January 1882 in Crawford County, Pa. The document indicates her
maiden name was Susan E. Millet (1st marriage Palmer). This was another document to help verify Susan E.
Millet was married to Asher Palmer.
In April 1836 Asher divorced Susan and married Nancy Odell the very next month as their marriage record is
also on file with South Bend Area Genealogical Society!!
Given that Susan E. Millet and Asher H. Palmer married in New York State (where we know Asher was born
and lived for a number of years) and there is a divorce record in St. Joseph County, Indiana (where we have
documentation Asher settled), it is probable this is our family member Asher H. Palmer. It confirms he
was married to Susan Millet before his marriage to my three times great grandmother Nancy Odell.
However, the whereabouts of Asher and Susan’s sons remains unknown. Other family members have tried
to verify their births and locate their whereabouts over the years. Existing family historians do not have
records or information beyond what I had; another family mystery to unravel!
Editor’ note: Wow... You have been on a very difficult trail…….. Thank you for writing
this article……… It shows that “digging” is needed to prove a find…rather than just
grabbing the first thing that seems possible…….. Your article shows that we need to
keep on going, searching for all possible results that give more credence to our
evidence………

Challenge to Members: Write the story of how you got the answer and the trail you
had to follow…… It will help us all to better understand what we have done or how to proceed on
the trail…
Send Saamis Seeker a copy to publish to spread encouragement to others……… I will edit if
needed and call you about it for permission to print and any copyright issues if any. Below is another
example of a short article that may help in your research……….
Canadian Great War Project

by Barbara Janecke

Did you have family members in the First World War? If so, then the
www.canadiangreatwarproject.com may be of interest to you. I knew nothing about it until
a family contact in England told me about entries on that site for two Bosman brothers. They
were great, great nephews of my grandmother.
This site is very easy to use. The search engine finds soldiers by name, date they died,
Regiment, cemetery, awards or decorations. War diaries, Memorials, Rolls and awards are also available.
When I entered the named, Melville Bosman and Russell Bosman, I was amazed at the amount of data
recorded for each one. There was family history-parents, siblings, homes; War records- battles and injuries;
return to civilian life and much more. Not all soldiers have such extensive records, but if you know more,
you can register with Canadian Great War Project and add what you have, even photos.
Volunteers are encouraged to register. They transcribe information gathered from many sources. The
University of Victoria has been involved from the beginning, developing and maintaining the site. There are
also links to Veterans Affairs Canada.
The government of France began, in 2014, to award “The Legion of Honor” (equal to the “Order of
Canada”) medal to Canadian veterans who participated in liberating France in 1944…….. This top honor
has been presented to many veterans but there are those who served that may not know it is available
to them. Living Canadian veterans who served in France between June 6, 1944 and August 30, 1944 as
a part of the Liberation may be eligible. There is no charge or fee involved.
If you or someone you know wants to get more information or apply for the honor please contact Guy
Black,: email korea19501953@yahoo.com (subject – Canadian Veteran) or by post mail to Legion of
honor c/o 515- 95 Moody Street, Port moody, BC V3H 0H0.
(Permission to print given by Mr. Black & Medicine Hat Royal Canadian Legion Branch President, Sheila Donner.)
Medicine Hat and District Branch of the Alberta Genealogical Society
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The Benefits of Hiring a Professional Genealogist
by Marlene Smith

After several attempts to locate information on my German ancestors who were born
and lived in Poland I decided to seek some professional help. Some years ago I became a member of Polish
Roots.org and over time several articles were submitted by fellow members who had chosen this route.
One name seemed to appear more often and that was Daniel Bućko. I contacted the Editor of Gen Dobry at
polishroots.org and he assured me that all reports about Daniel were favorable and that he was a member
of the Association of Professional Genealogists, (apgen.org). When checking with the Associations online
website I found that he resides in Krakow which is my area of interest.
I then contacted Daniel by email to determine if he was available to do research to which he quickly
responded “Yes”. I next listed the family names and what I was looking for; very soon I was provided with a
list of documents relating to my immediate family and other cousins of my Great Grandparents. Of the
several available I chose to purchase three and one of them was a marriage record which listed detailed
family information that I share here along with a photo of the record from the Lublin Evangelical Lutheran
Church and a full translation of the Russian text.
th

st

This happened in the town of Lublin on the 20 of August/1 of September 1878 at 1 pm.
We declare that in the presence of witnesses Wilhelm Schmidt, age 45, and of Michal Flatt
age 50, both colonists from Potok, on this day a religious marital union was contracted in
the Evangelical Church of the Augsburg Confession in Lublin between Jan Jakob Schmidt age
22, a bachelor, of the Evangelical religion, born in the village of Stara Wieś in Kielce
guberniya, son of Filip and the late Krystyna nee Lauder, the former spouses Schmidt, a
colonist residing in Potok, and Katarzyna Schmidt age 17, single, of the Evangelical religion,
born in the colony of Nikolajew in Radom guberniya, the daughter of Ludwik and Katarzyna
nee miller, the former spouses Schmidt, residing with her mother in Potok. The marriage
was preceded by three readings of the banns in the church on the 3oth of July/11th of
August, 6th/18th and 13th/25th of August of the current year. Permission was given orally by
the groom’s father and the bride’s mother who were present for the drawing up of the
marriage record. The newlyweds stated that no premarital agreement was made between
them. This marriage ceremony performed by the Pastor Karol Jonscher. This document was
read to the newlyweds and witnesses and was signed by us and the second witnesses, the
rest are illiterate. Pastor Karol Jonscher, Signature of the witness.

Previous to my engaging a Processional I found the indexed version of this
record on the SGGEE website but no image of it. The images for Lublin,
Poland and other locations in Poland are available on the Family Search website according to parishes, but
if one does not know where to look the images are a rather daunting task, furthermore all the text is
Russian so names will not be spelled as we know them to be.
A major benefit of taking this route was the ease in contacting the researcher, receiving a copy of the
record and a full translation of it, and also being able to pay online by setting up a PayPal account which
turned out to be very easy and secure.
I found Daniel to be knowledgeable, genuinely anxious to help, very diligent, and he charges modest fees
for his research. With his permission I share his email address danielbućko@gmail.com and also that he is
available to do research should anyone be interested.
************************************************************************

A Genealogy Puzzle: A domestic mix-up was discovered in the CURTIS family . A. C. and FRANK
CURTIS, brothers, married the two daughters of the late THOMAS GAY. BILLY CURTIS and JOE CURTIS' wives
were sisters -- both of the FARBER family. Then a sister of theirs married a SCOVEL and another brother
married a sister of a MR. SCOVEL -- a sort of trading of sisters. But this is not all. Their father married again
after their mother died. He married the mother of his son-in-law and daughter-in-law.
From The Chariton Leader, Chariton, Iowa Thursday, January 16, 1908
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The Final Word: The Editor’s ‘wise’ words………??
(0r Closing Notes and thoughts)
“I

wish butterflies liked to land on me as much as mosquitoes do.” Jeff Keanne

At the present time, I am reading “Genealogy and the Law in Canada” by Dr. Margaret Ann Wilkinson, a
professor in the Faculty of Law at the University of Western Ontario. …… which I booked out of our own
genealogy library…….. I have discovered some interesting things about copyright, moral, personal data
protection, legal and ethics rights. Soooo I am going to thrill you to death with some of those facts that may
be of need or interest as far as Saamis Seeker publishing is concerned… (I know you are all excited about this???)
The copyright is complex. (After all it is a government document and must cover all areas even those that
may not yet exist.) I have received permission to share these 5 points from Dr. Wilkinson’s research.
“As of 2009 it would probably be risk- free to treat all of the following as freely available without
concern for copyright interests:
1. All material that did not, at its time of creation possess enough originality to be a “work” under the
copyright Act.
2. All material created before 1899
3. Any photographs taken before 1959 that the genealogist knows were originally taken by someone on
staff of a large company and not commissioned by someone else.
4. Any material that the genealogist knows was originally prepared or published by the federal or provincial
government or government agency before 1959.
5. Any material that was unpublished prior to the death of the author, where the author died before 1949.”
*Quoted from Genealogy and the Law in Canada, copyright Dr. Margaret Ann Wilkinson, pp. 78-79, published by The
Ontario Genealogy Society www.ogs.on.ca and Dundurn Press www.dundurn.com, 2010.
** Permission to quote the passage given, and thanks for contacting us with your request. Peter Taylor - Executive
Director ed@ogs.on.ca

** I hope that helps alleviate concerns you or I have about using genealogical material in your research or
writing articles for Saamis Seeker……. ** Please be sure to give me permission to publish your authorship
on your submission and give credit to any other authors of material used as a courtesy and fairness.
by… Madeline Fischer genfisch@telus.net Put Saamis Seeker in the subject line please.
Last minute Highlights: June 6, 2018 meeting:
*A tour of the 5th Ave. United Church was presented by Paul
Nederveen and Ron Payne. A unique opportunity to see
behind the scenes was very interesting. For some interesting
details about the pipe organ go to youtube.com and enter
“Fifth Avenue Memorial United Church Organ to see a short
video.
“Hats Off “to Paul and Ron for their time and tour.
Thanks for organizing the tour go to Lorine Marshall
*At the meeting 4 people were presented with Membership Certificates by President Mel:
Betty Padfield – 35 years, Teresa & Richard Parasynchuk – 30 years, Hendrik Stuut – 10 years, Madeline & Archie
Fischer – 10 Years. Thanks go to Eileen Stahl for preparing the certificates.
*Volunteers needed: * Canada Day Booth- Contactl Mel Bender 403 526-3794 lemhat@telus.net
*Casino Fund raising August – Contact Deb WICKHAM 403-952-7843 dawickham55@gmail.com
* 40th Anniversary October 12-14 _ call Doreen Schank - 403-526-1163 schankjd@telus.net
Til next time HAPPY HUNTING…….
All rights reserved: The articles, stories and any other information in SAAMIS SEEKER is the property of the Medicine Hat and
District Branch of the Alberta Genealogical Society and the authors of such materials. No reproduction of any kind or part of
SAAMIS SEEKER without the permission of the MHDGS Editor of Saamis Seeker is permitted.
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